
FFGC WEKIVA YOUTH CAMP DRESS CODE (rev. 2023)

All attending Campers, Staff, and Volunteers may wear the clothing of their
choice as long as it is appropriate and FUNCTIONAL for Camp.
Campers, Staff, and Volunteers must adhere to the following:

____________________________________________________________

● Shirts/tops: For heat, sun, and insect bite protection, regular, cotton t-shirts, short or long
sleeve sun shirts, or tank tops with broad straps - all with full torso coverage - are the
required styles.

○ Crop tops, tube tops, tops with thin or single straps, see-through fabrics, or
backless tops are not considered functional for camp activities. Please do not
pack these items.

● Shorts/bottoms: including daytime/bedtime wear - should provide adequate coverage of
the bottom and enough length to prevent chafing when participating in outdoor activities
in the heat. Functional short lengths will provide adequate coverage when standing,
sitting, or bending over. Bike/yoga style shorts may be worn if they are at/above the knee
or at least past the fingertips when standing. A 3" or greater inseam is recommended
and shirt length should not exceed the length of shorts (shorts must be visible).

● Appropriate undergarments must be worn at all times and may not be exposed.

● Pajamas may not be worn during daytime activities.

● Swimsuits must be functional and remain in place during swimming/water activities. One
piece swimsuits are recommended and preferred. A rashguard with bottoms is also
considered functional. Bikinis, tankinis, thongs, or monokinis are not permitted.

● Articles of clothing which display profanity, promote tobacco, alcohol, drugs, gangs,
weapons, or sex are not permitted.

● Shoes and socks will be worn at all times except in the pool area. For safety reasons,
sandals, shoes without a back, shoes with wheels, open toe shoes, flip-flops, cleats, etc
are not allowed. Shoe laces and/or straps must be secured at all times. Crocs may be
worn if they have the strap in place at the heel (“Adventure Mode”). Socks must be worn
with Crocs unless going to and from the pool or showers. Crocs may not be worn for
activities that require running and a second pair of sneaker type shoes is necessary.
Aqua shoes may be worn on Springs Day and to/from/in the pool.

● Expensive jewelry, makeup, and fragrances of any kind are not recommended.

● Hats, sunglasses, and sun protective or moisture wicking clothing are all highly
recommended.


